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In the Matter of Revising Net Metering Rules
Regarding Aggregation on Meters with
Different Rate Schedules. STAFF COMMENTS

7 Under ORS 757.300, customers that have energy generating facilities may receive credit

8 from public utilities for energy generated and used by the customer ("net metering."). In 2007,

9 the Public Utility Commission adopted rules to facilitate net metering. I At that time, the

10 Commission adopted a rule allowing customers to "aggregate" energy purchased from utilities

II and measured by multiple meters on the customers' premises (or property contiguous to the

12 customers' premises), as long as the aggregated meters were subject to the same rate schedule.

13 The Commission declined to authorize customers to aggregate meters subject to different rate

14 schedules for the purpose of net metering, but noted that the rules could be later modified to

15 permit additional forms of aggregation "as appropriate.,,2

16 Since the Commission adopted the net metering rules, Staff has had multiple contacts

17 from interested persons that would like to aggregate energy subject to different rate schedules for

18 purposes of net metering. Accordingly, Staff convened informal workshops in late 20I0 to

19 discuss a proposal to allow net metering participants to "aggregate meters" subject to different

20 rate schedules.

21 At the first two workshops, no participant opposed the general idea of allowing

22 aggregation of meters subject to different rate schedules. At the workshop on April 13, 2011,

23 however, representatives of Portland General Electric Co. ("PGE") noted that they are concerned

24 about the increase in program costs that will be caused by allowing aggregation of meters subject

25

26 I Order No. 07-319; OAR 860-039-0005 et seq., ("net metering rules").
2 Order No. 07-319 at 14.
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I to different rate schedules. The representatives were concerned that this increase in costs, which

2 will be spread to all ratepayers, may outweigh the potential benefits from the aggregation.

3 Staff disagrees with PGE's assessment of the relative costs and benefits of allowing

4 aggregation of meters subject to different rate schedules. This relatively modest change in the

5 Commission's policy regarding aggregation of meters is consistent with the intent ofORS

6 757.300. Also, increasing opportunities for net metering is likely to yield broader and beneficial

7 experience for customers and utilities. One of the benefits of net metering is integration of solar

8 and other net-metered generation as utilities' resource options and costs change. Net metering is

9 a potentially valuable tool to address a future that could include high natural gas prices or

10 regulation of carbon emissions.

II Staff recommends that the Commission adopt rules allowing customer-generators in a

12 utility's net metering program to offset generated energy against energy measured by meters

13 subject to different rate schedules. Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the rules

14 published by the Secretary of State in the February 1,2011 edition of the Oregon Bulletin, with

15 some, but not all, of the modifications suggested by stakeholders.

Rule revisious to OAR 860-039-0005 to clarify contiguous and customer-generator.16 A.

17 1. Contiguous. Staff proposed revisions to OAR 860-039-0005(3), which includes

18 definitions used in the rules, to clarify the meaning of "contiguous" and "customer-generator."

19 Staffs original proposal was to partially define "contiguous" as follows:

20 860-039-0005 (Scope and Applicability of Net Metering Facility Rules)

21 * * * * *

* * * * *

As used in OAR 860-0390-0010 through 860-039-0080:
22

23

24

(3)

(d) "Contiguous" has the meaning given on OAR
860-038-0005(60)(b)(C).

25 The rule referred to in this proposed revision, OAR 860-038-0005(60)(b)(C), provides:

26 Land shall be considered to be contiguous even if there is an intervening
public or railroad right of way, provided that rights of way land on which
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municipal infrastructure facilities exist (such as street lighting, sewerage
transmission, and roadway controls) shall not be considered contiguous.3

The meaning of contiguous is pertinent to net metering because the Commission has

specified by rule that customer-generators may offset energy measured by multiple meters only

if the meters that are on the same premises as the generating facility or are on a property that is

contiguous to such premises.4 Staff proposed a new rule regarding "contiguous" to ensure that

customer-generators with property land divided by a right of way are not disadvantaged by the

existence of the right of way.

The City of Portland opposes Staffs proposed clarification of"contiguous." The City of

Portland asserts that meter aggregation should be limited to a customer's meters behind a

particular feeder, rather than to meters located on a customer's premises and contiguous

properties.5 In any event, the City of Portland suggests that properties owned by a municipality

that are connected by the mnnicipality's utilities or streets should be contiguous properties for

purposes of net metering.

The Interstate Renewable Energy Council ("IREC") generally supports Staff's proposed

qualification to "contiguous," but recommends the Commission define "contiguous" in the net

metering rules, rather than refer to a rule in another division of Chapter 860. IREC suggests the

following language:

"Contiguous" means a single area of land that shall be considered to be
contiguous even if there is an intervening public or railroad right of way, provided
that rights of way land on which municipal infrastructure facilities exist (such as
street lighting, sewerage transmission, and roadway controls) shall not be
considered contiguous."

IREC also recommends that the Commission define "premises" for purposes of the net

metering rules as follows:

25 3 OAR 860-038-0005(60) defines "site" for purposes of direct access statutes and regulations and includes this
clarification on the "contiguous."

26 4 See OAR 860-039-0065(l)(a).
5 City of Portland March 1,2011 Comments at I.
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distinguishes between a customer's "premises" and a customer's property that is "contiguous" to

a customer's premises. Under lREC's definition, premises would include contiguous properties.

proposed by Staff.

The Commission should reject the City's recommended changes to the meaning of

"Premises" means all of a customer's owned, leased or rented and real property and
apparatus employed on contiguous parcels of land and managed as part of the same
property. This includes, but is not limited to, condominium projects, community
associations, business parks, merchant associations, farms, and campuses.

Customer-generator. Staffs other proposed revision to OAR 860-039-00052.

Finally, the Commission should reject lREC's proposal to define "premises." First, it is

not necessary to refine the plain meaning of "premises" for purposes of the net metering rules.

Second, IREC's definition of"premises" is inconsistent with OAR 860-039-0065, which

contiguous and to net metering aggregation policy. The City's suggestion that the Commission

allow net metering participants to aggregate all meters behind a feeder, as opposed to limiting

aggregation to meters on the customer's premises and contiguous properties, is beyond the scope

ofthe Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in this docket. A change such as that suggested by the

City should be made only after investigation into the legality of such a proposal, as well as the

costs that would be incurred by utilities and ultimately spread to all ratepayers.

Staffrecommendation:

Staff recommends that the Commission adopt lREC's proposed rule defining

"contiguous." Providing a complete definition of contiguous is likely to be less confusing to net

metering applicants, participants and utilities than the reference to a Division 39 rule initially
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21 clarifies that a "customer-generator" for purposes of the net metering rules is a customer that has

22 a net metering facility and is enrolled in a utility's net metering program.

23

24

25

26

(El£) "Customer-generator" means a easterner geaerater as deriaed ia
ORS 757.300(1)(a) the person who is the user ora net metering
facility and who has applied for and been accepted to receive
electricity service at a premises from the serving public utility.

No party has opposed this proposed revision and Staff recommends that the Commission adopt

it.
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1 B. Limit on size of generating facilities in net metering program.

2 If the Commission allows customers to aggregate meters subject to different rate

3 schedules, the Commission must clarify whether the capacity limit for residential or non-

4 residential customers is applicable when a customer aggregates meters subject to both residential

5 and non-residential rate schedules. The rule revisions initially proposed by Staff (and published

6 by the Secretary of State on February 1,2011), specify that if a customer-generator aggregates

7 meters subject to residential and non-residential rate schedules, the two megawatt capacity limit

8 applicable to non-residential customers applies to the customer-generator's generating facility.6

9 PGE opposes this proposed rule revision, recommending that the Commission use the

10 rate applicable to the meter physically attached to the generating facility (the "designated meter")

11 to determine the appropriate capacity limit for the generating facility. If the designated meter is

12 subject to a residential rate, the generating facility may have a capacity no greater than 25

13 kilowatts. If the designated meter is subject to a non-residential rate, the applicable capacity

14 limit is two megawatts. PGE asserts that the 25-kilowatt limit applied to residential customers

15 should apply when the designated meter is subject to a residential rate to ensure that oversized

16 facilities are not installed. PGE notes, "a residential net metering facility that requires substantial

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

6 The rule published on February 1,2011, provides:
OAR 860-039-0010 (Net Metering Kilowatt Limit)
(I) OAR 860-039-0005 through 860-039-0080 apply to:

!!!l I'erFResidential customer-generators of a public utility or resideutial customer-generators
that have an aggregated residential meter uuder OAR 860-039-0065 aud whose net metering
facilities have a generating capacity, these rules apply ta net metering faeilities that have a
generatiug eapaeity of25 kilowatts or less:,

ill Residential customers-generators of a public utility that have an aggregated non-residential
meter under OAR 860-039-0065 and wbose net metering facilities have a generating capacity
of two megawatts or less: and

(£l Non-residential customer-geuerators of a public utility whose net metering facilities have a
generating capacity of two megawatts or less.

(2) Far nan residential eustamers afa pUblie utililj', these rules apply ta uet metering faeilities
that have a generating eapaeity af Plia megawatts ar less.

~ Nothing in these rules is intended to limit the number of net metering facilities per customer
generator so long as the net metering facilities in aggregate on the customer-generator's
contiguous property do not exceed the applicable kilowatt/or megawatt limit.
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I interconnection review and service upgrades strictly to allow aggregation is not consistent with

2 the fundamental application of the net metering statute.,,7

3 lREC supports Staffs initial recommendation to allow customers with aggregated meters

4 subject to both residential and non-residential meters to have a generating facility with a capacity

5 of up to two megawatts because such customers may have large loads to offset. lREC also

6 "encourages" the Commission to modifY the capacity limit by basing it on customers' historical

7 consumption, rather than the uniform ceilings established by current rule. 8

8 The City of Portland asks the Commission to revise the rules for a potential biomass

9 facility at the City's Columbia Boulevard Wastewater Treatment Plant. The City proposes that

10 the Commission authorize the City to net meter energy from a yet-to-be-built generating facility

II with a capacity exceeding two megawatts, but limit to two megawatts the amount of energy that

12 the City can deliver to the grid through POE's distribution system.9

13 Staffrecommendation:

14 Staff supports POE's recommendation to use the designated meter to determine the

IS capacity limit for generating facilities owned by customer-generators aggregating meters subject

16 to residential and non-residential rates. Under Staffs initial proposal, a customer-generator's

17 facility could become grossly oversized if the customer's non-residential load decreased.

18 Further, the limitation recommended by POE will reduce the likelihood of excessive flows of

19 electricity from the customer to the utility through the small residential service drop and "pole"

20 transformers. Accordingly, Staff recommends that the Commission not adopt many of the

21 revisions to OAR 860-039-0010 set forth in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking published on

22 February 1,2011, and adopt only the revisions to OAR 860-039-0010 set forth below.

23 / / /

24 / / /

25
7 AR 548 - POE Initial Comments at 6.

26 8 Opening Comments ofIREC at 6-7.
9 City of Portland March I, 20II Comments at 2.
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OAR 860-39-0010 (Net Metering Kilowatt Limit)
(I) For residential customer-generators of a public utility, these rules

apply to net metering facilities that have a generating capacity of 25
kilowatts or less.

(2) For non-residential customer-generators of a public utility, these
rules apply to net metering facilities that have a generating capacity
of two megawatts or less.

(3) Nothing in these rules is intended to limit the number of net metering
facilities per customer-generator so long as the net metering facilities
in aggregate on the customer-generator's contiguous property do no
exceed the applicable kilowatt! .2!.megawatt limit.

Staff further recommends that the Commission revise OAR 860-039-0065 to implement

PGE's suggestion to use the "designated meter" to determine the capacity limit of a customer

generator's generating facility. This rule revision is discussed in Section C. of these comments.

The City of Portland's request for an exception to the two megawatt capacity limit is not

pertinent to the analysis of Staffs proposed rule modifications to allow customer-generators to

aggregate meters on different rate schedules and is not appropriate in this docket.

Similarly, IREC's request to replace the two megawatt and 25 kilowatt capacity limits

with limits based on customer usage is also outside the scope ofthe Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking. In any event, Staff does not support IREC's proposal. The current cap for

residential customers is large relative to use. Assuming a ten percent annual capacity factor, a 25

kW system will produce almost 22,000 kWh. This is nearly double the average use ofPGE and

PacifiCorp residential customers.

20 C. Mechanics of aggregating meters.

21 OAR 860-039-0065 specifies how a customer-generator must ask a utility to aggregate

22 meters in the net-metering program and currently prohibits customer-generators from

23 aggregating meters subject to different rate schedules. The rules in the February I, 20 II Notice

24 of Proposed Rulemaking omit the requirement that aggregating meters be subject to the same

25 rate schedule as the designated meter, and also, specify how a utility should offset charges for a

26 customer-generator's consumption when the meters are subject to different rate schedules, which
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1 is by the rank order designated by the customer-generator. In addition to clarifying how public

2 utilities must net energy measured by aggregated meters, Staffs initial proposal clarified that a

3 customer-generator's energy requirements do not include charging electric vehicles that they do

4 not own or lease, and also prohibit a customer-generator who received a Business Energy Tax

5 Credit ("BETC'') from aggregating a residential meter beyond those included in the tax credit for

6 the net metering facility. 10

7

The additiallal aggregated meter is located on the customer-generator's
premises or property that is contiguous to the premises associated with the
designated meterpraperty;

(h) The electricity measured by the designated meter and any additiallal
aggregated meter~ is primarily IIsed ta measnre allly eleetricity IIsed for the
customer-generator's requirements, where requirements do not include
electricity for chargiug electric vehicles that arc not owned hy or rented
for the use of the customer-generator;

10 These revisions are as follows:
OAR 860-039-0065 (Aggregation of Meters for Net Metering)

(I) For the purpose of measuring electricity usage under the net metering program, a public
utility must, upon request from a customer-generator, aggregate for billing purposes a the
meter ta whieh tile net meteriag faeility that is physically attached to the net metering
facility ("designated meter") with one or more meters ("additianalaggregated meter") in
the manner set out in this secti<>R rule. This rule is mandatory upon the public utility only
when:

(a)

8
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Page 8-

(0) The designated meter and tile additiaaal meter are subjeet ta tile same rate
sehedule; alld
1£l(<Jt- The designated meter and tile additianal any aggregated meter~ are
served by the same primary feeder.

(d) Ifany entity received an Oregon Business Energy Tax Credit for the
customer-generator's net metering facility, meters beyond those in the
approved tax credit are suhject to a non-residential rate schedule.

(2) A customer-generator must give at least 60 days notice to the utility to request that
additional meters be included in meter aggregation. The specific meters must be identified
at the time ofsuch request. In the event that more than one additional meter is identified,
the customer-generator must identifY the rank order within the categories in section (5)
of this rule for the additianal aggregated meters to which net metering credits are to be
applied, in accordance with section~ (3) and (4) of this rule. At least 60 days in advance
of the beginning of the next annual hilling period, a customer generator may
annually amend the rank order for the aggregated meters.

(3) The aggregation of meters will apply only to charges that use kilowatt-hours as the billing
determinant. All other charges applicable to each meter account will be billed to the
customer-generator. If the num her of kilowatt-hours applied to the meter equals the
numher of kilowatt-hours of use for the meter for the billing period, kilowatt-hour
charges will be zero for the meter. Unless otherwise specified by the rate schedule for
the meter, the average per kilowatt-hour charge that would have applied, ahsent
kilowatt-hour credits for the hilling period, will he used to credit kilowatt-hours to
the applicahle billing period in section (4) oHMs rule.
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1 IREC opposes the proposal to restrict how a customer-generator must rank aggregated

2 meters for purposes net metering. IREC asserts that "[a]llowing customers as much flexibility

3 as possible in ranking their meters allows them to do so in a way that best fits their individual

4 situation. At the same time, it should not be any more difficult for the customer's utility to

5 administer." 11

6 PGE opposes many of the proposed modifications to OAR 860-039-0065 published in the

7 Oregon Bulletin on February 1, 20 II, First, PGE opposes the rule revisions that specify how a

8 utility must offset energy consumed by the customer-generator if the energy generated is not

9 fully offset by energy measured by the designated meter. PGE also opposes Staff's proposed

10 qualification to the meaning of a customer-generator's "requirements" and the rule relating to

II BETCs on the ground they are difficult to enforce and beyond the scope of the policy decision

12
(4)

22

20

25

If in a monthly billing period the net metering fucility supplies more electricity to the
public utility than the energy usage recorded by the customer-generator's designated
meter, the utility will provide apply credits to be applied to the customer's next monthly
billing period for the excess kilowatt-hours, The utility willlirst apply the kilowatt
hour credits to the charges for til the designated meter, and then to the charges for
allllilional aggregated meters in rank order. lhal have lhe same eharges as lhe
lIesigaalell meier, anll finally 10 olher allllilional melers.

(5) The rank order of aggregated meters is as follows:
(a) All meters subject to the same rate schedule as the designated meter;
(b) All non-residential meters if the designated meter is a non-residential meter;

and
(c) All other meters.

Ifan addilional meter ehanges serviee 10 a rate sehedule lhat is lIifferent thuu the designated
meter, the addilional meier is not eligible far net metering eredits far the remainder or the
billing year and until sueh time ns the additional meier reeeP/es sen'iee an the same rate
sehedule as the designated meter.

(6) If the designated meter or an aggregated meter becomes subject ehanges sen'iee to a
different rate schedule, the ntility will amend the rank order of the aggregati<lned meters to
be consistent with section (5\ of this rule. If the rank order changes. the ntility will
provide a timely notice of the change to the cnstomer-generator and provide an
opportnnity to change the rank order within the categories in section (5\ of this rule. The
customer-generator must notify the utility of any changes within 60 days of the notice
from the ntility. ar net melering eredits is Hal allowed far the remainder or the billing
Jear anll rna,· Hal oeenr nnlil sneh lime as lhe allllitional meters reeei"e ser"iee on lbe
same rale sehedule as lhe designaled meier.
(7) With the Commission's prior approval, a public utility may charge the customer
generator requesting to aggregate meters a reasonable fee to cover the administrative costs of
this provision pursuant to a tariff approved by the Commission.

II Opening Comments ofIREC at 5.
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1 underlying the removal ofthe prohibition on aggregating meters that are not subject to the same

2 rate schedule.

3 Staffrecommendation:

4 Staff agrees with POE that the policy considerations that underlie Staffs proposed

5 modifications to the definition of a customer-generator's "requirements" and prohibiting a

6 customer from aggregating a meter subject to a residential rate when a BETC12 has been issued

7 for the generating facility are different than those that underlie the Commission's decision

8 whether to allow customer-generators to aggregate meters subject to different rate schedules for

9 purposes of net metering. Accordingly, Staff recommends that the Commission not adopt

10 Staffs initial proposed rule revisions regarding a customer-generator's "requirements" and the

11 regarding the BETC. 13

12 Staff disagrees with any opposition to Staffs current proposal to include "primarily" in

13 OAR 860-039-0065(1)(d). ORS 757.300(1)(d)(D) allows net metering customer-generators to

14 net meter energy used "primarily" for their own requirements. That flexibility should remain in

15 rule. Accordingly, customer-generators should be allowed to aggregate meters that measure

16 energy used primarily for the customer-generator's requirements.

17 Staff agrees with some of POE's proposed modifications regarding how the utilities

18 should offset energy consumed by meters subject to different rate schedules, provided that the

19 rules require the utilities to specify in tariff how the kWh credits will be applied when aggregated

20 meters are subject to rate schedules with non-uniform kWh charges. Staff also agrees with POE

21 that Staffs initial proposal had an error as to when a utility must apply kWh credits. Finally,

22 Staff agrees with lREC that the rule should specify that the requirement that the meters are

23

24
12 PGE stated at the April 13, 2011 workshop that it would work with the Oregon Department ofEnergy to include

25 in net-metering agreements between customers and PGE language that clarifies a customer camlot aggregate meters
subject to a residential rate if a BETC has been given for the customer's generating facility.

26 13 These rule modifications are found in OAR 860-039-0065(1)(b) and (d) published by the Secretary of State on
February 1,2011.
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served by the same feeder applies at the time of application. 14 Staff now recommends that

Commission revise OAR 860-039-0065 as follows:

OAR 860-039-0065 (Aggregation of Meters for Net Metering)
(1) For the purpose of measuring electricity usage under the net metering

program, a public utility must, upon request from a customer-generator,
aggregate for billing purposes the meter to whieh the net meteFing fueility
that is physically attached to the net metering facilitv ("designated meter")
with one or more meters ("additionalaggregated meter") in the manner set
out in this seetion rule. This rule is mandatory upon the public utility only
when:

(a) The additional aggregated meters is m located on the customer
generator's eontiguous premises or property that is contiguous to
such premises;

(b) The additional meteF is used to meaSUFe only eleetFieity used
electricity recorded by the designated meter and any aggregated
meters is primarily for the customer-generator's requirements; and

(c) The designated meteF and the additional meteF aFe subjeet to the
same Fate sehedule; and

i£)(lI1 The designated meter and the aggregated additional meters are
served by the same primary feeder at the time of application.

(2) When a customer-generator aggregates one or more meters that are
subject to a different rate schedule than the designated meter, the
facilities capacity limit in OAR 860-039-0100 is determined by the rate
applicable to the designated meter.

Q)Ql A customer-generator, or their designee, must give at least 60 days notice
to the utility to request that additional meters be included in meter
aggregation. The specific meters must be identified at the time of such
request. In the event that more than one additional meter is identified, the
customer-generator must designate the rank order for the additional
aggregated meters to which net metering credits are to be applied, in
aeeoFdanee with seetion (4) and must rank aggregated meters subject
to the same rate schedule as the designated meter above any other
meters. At least 60 days in advance of the beginning of the next
annual billing period, a customer-generator may amend the rank
order of the aggregated meters, subject to the requirements of this
rule.

~ffi The aggregation of meters will apply only to charges that use kilowatt
hours as the billing determinant. All other charges applicable to each
meter account will be billed to the customer-generator.

ffi(5) The utility will first apply the kWh credit to the charges for the
designated meter and then to the charges for the aggregated meters in
the rank order specified by the customer-generator. If in a monthly
billing period the net metering facility supplies more electricity to the
public utility than the energy usage recorded by the customer-generator's
designated and aggregated meter~, the utility will apply credits to the
next monthly bill for the excess kilowatt-hours first to the designated
meter, then to aggregated additienal meters, in the rank order specified

14 See Opening Comments ofIREC at 4-5.
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by the customer-generator. that hll-'I'e the same eharges as the
desigDated meter, aDd fiDal1y to other meters. Public utilities subject
to OAR 757.300(2) through (8) shall specify in tariffs how the kWh
credits will be applied when rate schedules have non-uniform kWh
charges.

($) If aD additioDal meter ehanges seF'l'iee to a rate sehedule that is
different than the designated meter, the additional meter is not
eligible for Det metering eredits for the remainder of the billing year
and until sueh time as the additioDal meter reeeP/es seF'l'iee on the
same rate sehedule as the designated meter.

(6) If the designated meter ehanges seF'l'iee to a different rate sehedule,
aggregation of Det meteriDg eredits is not allowed for the remaiDder of
the billing year and may Dot oeeur uDtil sueh time as the additional
meters reeeP/e seF'l'iee on the same rate sehedule as the designated
meter.

(§)(7) With the Commission's prior approval, a public utility may charge
the customer-generator requesting to aggregate meters a reasonable fee to
cover the administrative costs of this provision pursuant to a tariff
approved by the Commission.

D. IREe's proposal to allow multiple customers to aggregate for purposes of net
metering.

lREC recommends that the Commission adopt a rule that allows multiple tenants of a

building with individual accounts with a utility to aggregate meters for purposes of net metering.

lREC's proposal is beyond the scope of the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking published in the

February 1,2011 edition of the Oregon Bulletin and should not be addressed in this rulemaking

proceeding.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the Commission should adopt Staffs proposed rule

revisions.

. e.w
DATED this~ day of May 2011.
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